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It's been many years. Life is busy and normal. Life was bright and great in the place known as
Mirpur. Busy in their lives, the place was with the history of one crime. The crime that silenced
everyone for a long time. This end's up when one family arrives. Many such stories and
accidents were related to that place. People did not go there even in this era. People felt chills
and shivers more even they are far distance from that scary place. Several people went there but
few survive. Those who were survive never get there back again.Siya with her family lived in a
place known as Mirpur. As a Common girl , she was high school girl. It was the day when she
met with a guy. That day turned Timid and heartless Siya with dismal that she need someone to
share her agony and fear. It's her life which is perplexed and entangled. Siya was with lots of
complications and calamity . Moreover, there is secrets inside the Mirpur and Siya that is
connected to each other. she also need to save herself from dangerous and terrible situations.
The horrible and unexplained mysteries and nightmares. It was the winter time when she met
with him and realize that something is between them. if Abhishek is the guy who is going to be
her life. If this is real then who was that stranger. A life with pain and terrible pain which she
doesn't aware of. apart from that her family has a secrecy.

"The latest two offerings in Oliver Chin's series of Tales from the Chinese Zodiac, this year's The
Year of the Snake and last year's The Year of the Dragon are welcome additions to this
imaginative menagerie of endearing characters, whose stories embody the chief characteristics
of each animal of the Chinese Zodiac in turn." - Paper Tigers"The symbolic nature of the snake
being wise and intelligent and good at making things turn out just the way it wants in business
and otherwise quietly shines through in this book in a friendly and fun sort of way. There are
subtle themes of looking past prejudice to one’s true nature that you can point out if you wish–or
just let your kids enjoy the silly illustrations and tuck ‘em in." - I Overthink Everything“Illustrator
Jennifer Wood makes sure to imbue every page with energy in motion – ‘dazzling and colorful’ ...
Part cultural exploration, part goofy adventure, part morality tale, and just a wee bit of sort-of-
hidden snark for parents to giggle over, Chin’s latest title is also an adorable reminder to get out
in the world and enjoy this “sensational Year of the Snake.” - BookDragon, Smithsonian Asian
Pacific American Center"In The Year of the Snake, Chin has managed to weave an adventurous
story of friendship and acceptance into an important cultural lesson about the Chinese Zodiac...
As a Teacher Librarian, I am continually searching for books that have a positive message as
well as captivating illustrations, and The Year of the Snake is just that! - Julie Griffin, Palo Alto
Unified School District, CA --This text refers to the hardcover edition.From the Back Cover"Each
[Tale from the Chinese Zodiac] combines a sense of tenacious accomplishment with just plain
rollicking fun. Illustrator Jennifer Wood makes sure to imbue every page with energy in motion –



‘dazzling and colorful’... Chin’s latest title is also an adorable reminder to get out in the world and
enjoy this ‘sensational Year of the Snake.’ " — Smithsonian Book Blog"Humor, adventure, and
tradition come together for another fun installment in Oliver Chin's Chinese Zodiac series. Don't
be scared off by the scales and fangs. Suzie is one snake you'll wish you had around!" —
Michelle Loomis, San Mateo County Library, CA--This text refers to the hardcover edition.About
the AuthorOliver Chin is the author of many children's book such as Julie Black Belt, Welcome to
Monster Isle, and the popular annual series Tales from the Chinese Zodiac. He co-wrote The
Discovery of Ramen, The Discovery of Fireworks & Gunpowder, and The Discovery of Anime
and Manga from The Asian Hall of Fame series. His family lives in San Francisco, CA.Jennifer
Wood illustrated children’s books The Year of the Dragon, Snake, and Horse. She is a character
and prop designer for many animated TV series, such as the Nickelodeon shows The Fairly
OddParents, T.U.F.F. Puppy, The Marvelous Misadventures of Flapjack, and Strawberry
Shortcake. Her illustrations have earned recognition from the Society of Illustrators, Los Angeles
and the Society of Children’s Book Writers and Illustrators. She lives near Los Angeles, CA. See
more at www.artofjwood.com. --This text refers to the hardcover edition.Read more
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Chapter-1AccessionIt was winter time. I left school with my last paper. Like summer, there were
not many children in school in winters. Sometimes there was such peace. what is this Thing
Called Love? I never thought of it. I had known this earlier too. For me it was like a question.
Many girls in my class used to make boyfriends. I was the only one. Which was not liked by
anyone. Don't know why? I had a terrible angst. Well, I had accepted it. I am far away from this
heart. But I did not know. Another problem is going to come in my troublesome life. I did not think
that day. My life is about to raise a new question. I never even thought of myself. After meeting a
boy, many questions will arise in my life.There was a lot of silence at that time. It was 4 in the
evening. My heart was beating hard. That day I felt as if something bad was going to happen. I
came out with a paper. Suddenly I felt as if everything had stopped. BHEL PURI (street food)
seller outside the school gate, tea seller on the side of the school, bus stand on the right side of
the school. Where the children were waiting for the bus sitting at the bus stop. It was as if
everything has stopped. Except me. I was out of school with my bicycle. Just then, a gust of wind
passes through me. It was as breeze of wind kissed me. I felt frightened. I sense Like someone is
watching me. I looked around on that side. Black hair, blue eyes, shining face and white shirt and
jeans. That boy was watching me. Yes, he was the same boy which appears on my birthday in
the same year.I was very happy that day. Many years later I had many friends. That day my
family reunited with me. My friends decide to make my birthday party. We enjoyed a lot. Thanks
to them! I was on the balcony that evening.I had many friends whom I was going to see off
through balcony. It was very difficult to see them off because the crowd. The house was full of
people. That is why I decided to gratitude them from the balcony. Really! It was the awkward
state to say. Still! My friends don’t mind about this. I saw him then. When I was saying Linda
“bye”. He was also there. He was standing at the gate of the house that was opposite to Linda.
He was there alone.There was a lot of noise coming from the house on that day. My friends were
dancing with my family after playing many songs. My mother was talking to my friends. She was
very happy after many years. It was comforting to see so many of my friends. Mom and Dad
were laughing and cheer others a lot. I remember well! exactly this face, the same eyes that
stared at me. Like that don't want to lose me. Many times, since that day. I saw him wandering
around me. Don’t know why? I was not afraid of him at all. I was not anxious to see him. In a way,
I was unable to understand either. What reaction? He was absolutely weird. He did not talk.
Neither did he know my friends. Neither did my friends ever see him. He was a stranger in a way.
Who lived around me but instead of coming to the fore. He used to go away. Don't know why he
was doing this? What did I want to know? There were also many people. Probably because of
being around people.He used to go away as soon as he came to me. I saw this many times.
Don't know why he didn't want to talk? Seeing him again one day. My long-suppressed question
had come out of my mouth. I started getting suspicious. Thinking of herself many times. Did he
bring any trouble? Somewhere he was following me with the wrong intention. That boy left many
questions in my mind. Which could be answered only there."Today I go and ask this boy. This
boy has been following me for a long time. I don't know why? Today I will take answers to my



questions." At the time, Ma and Linda were standing outside the school waiting for Mina."Best of
luck, sweet girl .............. to get good news. Well, your stalker seems very hot. Just scold him
carefully. Somewhere .......- You are single Don't get upset. " Linda meanwhile teasing me. Linda
also knew apart from the singles; my record was the same. But she wasn’t going to get such an
opportunity to tease me again. I immediately went towards that boy. He was drinking tea in the
tea shop. As soon as I arrived that day to talk to the boy. My friend Mina called me. She had
missed some work because of which she was out late. I went to the tea shop. Tried to see him
again. But by then he had left the place.Me and Mina always used to go home together. Mina's
temperament was cheerful and fierce. When would you reach home after listening to her? It’s
undefinable. We used to go for a walk after reaching our homes. We both had the same habit.
We both loved walking on the pier. We used to visit the ghat (a river bank with lots of stairs) near
our house every day. The pleasant and tranquil atmosphere along the banks of the gleaming
Swan river and the ghats was quite liked. If a ghat had been going the most in the entire Mirpur,
then it was both of us. Both of us used to play there for hours when we were child. Now of course
we both had grown up a lot. Even then we did not forget to go. Indeed, then and perhaps we did
not forget to roam the ghat every day. We had stopped playing. But did not stop walking. That
day I told Mina about that boy. Mina gave a laugh and started saying "You must have
misunderstood ..... Siya. He must not be following you. He seems mature and elder than you.
You must have misunderstood ..... Siya. He must not be chasing. He seems bigger than yours
size. Maybe, when he is looking for someone. You must have come in the middle. Don't be
upset." I also said "That's fine. But, what about every time. It has happened many times ........,
Mina."Mina then started thinking, "There is no boy in Mirpur who looks like this. The entire Mirpur
comes to the ghat. No one has ever seen such a boy. But at the ghat ......" A little while She sat in
thought. Thinking after, Mina said, "If he is new here. So, he will definitely come to the ghat this
evening. Anyway, we have a lot of time. We will see him going to the ghat today." Then she said
with a laugh, "And I will ask him why are you following you so much?" Things were not wrong
either. What if he is new guy in Mirpur? And that's why he is moving from place to place. He may
be looking at things around. Who knows? I had come in front of him at that was the time. We saw
each other. Maybe it was co-incident. I had many questions in my mind. Which I had calmed
down in a similar way. After reaching home I lay down on my bed comfortably. After having
brunch in the evening. I left for the pier. Mina was waiting outside my house. We both reached
the ghat. All the boys were there. Seeing them all, Mina started pointing at me. "Is that he?" Mina
did not want to lose a single moment. After walking continuously and searching for a long time,
that boy could not show us. I looked at Mina and said "I don't think he will be here, Mina." I asked
Mina to go back home. Suddenly I missed something. I asked Mina nonchalantly, "Mina .......
yesterday Hema Aunty had told me something about the new neighbour of old Kirana House
who is going to live there. What to know? I think, that boy has come to stay there. Go see. " Mina
was talking to her brother on the phone at that time. She refuses, saying, "Yes, let's see. Well, it's
a scary place." Realizing that after a while about her mistake. She stared me for a moment. And.



then she suddenly stopped. Then looking at me angrily. she rained on me, “Kirana house” is a
very scary place. You also know that what a scary place it is. A leaf - Why you want to see new
neighbours there? Siya ... ......... There is a limit to insanity. Animals do not even go out of fear-
look at you, you wanted to die. Nobody goes at place. That place is surrounded by clouds from
many years. Even if someone goes there, then you will see after a week or months. You know
yourself there is constant rain. It is scary even to the surrounding area. Those people are crazy.
Those who are living there. That whole area is ghostly. You know Pushpak Uncle, right. Did you
realise how terrifying his death was? He was trapped there by his stupidity. Weeks later were
seen around the area. Stained with blood Whom is that too? They did not even know this. You
did not feel strange "she paused for a little." Her anger was still in her nose. She wasn't healed
from many events."What do you want? Except for such a nice place this winter. I go there that
scary and dark deserted place."I had nothing to say. I spoke to Mina about the old Kirana house.
It Had hit the axe on my feet.Talking to Mina at that time. It was like feasting on his death. It was
to delicious food which could only calm her down. Her gourmandizing nature can calm her
anger. I thought it was right way to finish it."Okay .......... okay. I admit...... no chattering about that
house........ both of us will leave. Iam sorry.... Leave this thing right here. You must be feeling
hungry ........" There is a new chaat shop (street food shop) outside the ghat. There is very good
chaat…. noodles and soup are also served together. Let's try it all."I was thinking in my mind
about bursting Mina’s anger who may going to refuse my offer. However, she said yes. After a
while. Turning to me, she said, "Okay. But I will pay this time." Thank God. I was finally in relief! In
the end I was free from her destructive anger. We both ate a lot on that day. After that we both
started going from there.Then I started seeing the same images again. As if my head ached with
pain. Mina caught me instantly. I was about to fall and hit the stone."Siya ........... what
happened? Didn't hurt. What happened?" Mina kept me near the shop. Sitting on a chair."Then
that same dream. In front of me ......" I groaned with pain. "Ah ... ... ... I didn't know. There will be
so much pain today." Mina immediately laid me down on the bench. She took out the medicine.
My brain was totally Faded."Siya. .... You have become very careless. Aunt had said. Why did not
you take medicine today? she will be so upset when you find out. You haven’t even put a
reminder. Why? Can I tell the truth to Aunty?" Have you taken your medicine today? " mina was
disappointed after seeing my recklessness.In sensibility, I haven’t still I answered yes. I didn’t
take that medicine on that day. I stayed there and rest for a while. I asked her to avoid this for a
day. She finally agreed to my point.We both left for our house. Mina reached her home and
offered me tea. After that I called her and aunt good night and left for my house. My house was
about 8 kilometres from Mina's house. I loved walking more on foot. That's why we both used to
walk most of the time. The bridge used to come before my house. After crossing it, he went to
the right side. He went towards the old Kirana house and the forest. While the road on the left
used to go to my house. Don't know why it looked like that day? Like something was going to go
wrong.Suddenly, many deafening voices came out from the old Kirana house. The voice was so
painful. Like someone was being persecuted. No one else is trapped there like Pushpak Uncle.



Due to this fear, I rushed there. Outside the Kirana house. I did not go inside till today I was
seeing strange silence there. Probably, that was why it was called creepy and critical."Hello ..….
…… Hello …………. Someone is here? You all should not have come here. This place is not
safe. Hello… ........ Hello. You're listening. You can come out. I'm here to help you. I'm here. " I
spent that day for a long time. Waited for them all. Hopefully, there may be someone in that
place. So, he or she will definitely give me a voice. But I did not hear anyone's voice. From there I
started walking towards the bridge. On reaching the bridge, I saw a different view.As if the light of
the moon was not as cold but it was soft. The shining light of the moon was reflecting the glow of
the waves of the river. The moon took its shining moonlight as if it had come down into the water.
The fog was also beginning to appear. Due to being in the mountains, the fog seemed less. But it
happened suddenly that day. I felt strange to see this. I was walking alone on the road. Wanted to
say something like full moonlight. Suddenly, I felt as if someone was standing behind me. Then
realize there itself. My heart started beating hard. Someone was around me.Then I felt as if
someone had come closer to me. When I looked back, no one was there. There was a lot of
delay too. I move fast. After walking a little further, I started feeling the same again. Suddenly I
realized that someone has come close to me. My life was stuck like that. I felt a fear inside me.
"Who's there? Who's there?" I asked.What was happening at that time? I could not even
understand. As if my body was burning. A terrible pain began to arise in the body. Suddenly
someone pulled me towards me. I was shocked He was standing behind me. He had closed my
mouth. I could not speak either. Being near him, a wave ran in my body. My body was terribly in
extreme heat. As like burning into a flame. My pain was increasing even more. I felt afflicted. I
tried to release his hands over me, he was holding me to the shoulder. Finally, I freed. I looked
back. Those eyes, the face. In terrifying torture. He looks shining in the moonlight. He spoke to
me for the first time that day."After so many years. So ......... you were here ... How many years
did I waited for you? I tried to find you everywhere. I did everything to find you. I did not even care
for myself. After all, in the end, I found you. I did not cheat you. Believe me! I always waited for
you. Trust me! I am yours and you are mine. "I don't know why I started feeling weird. My hands
and feet started shivering. It was as if I had got angry for many years. I asked her with surprise,
"Who are you? How dare you touch me? What are you saying? I don't understand anything iof
it? What do you want, exactly?"I do not know why? Wanted to stay away from that man. He was
close to me. It felt like he was pulling me towards him. "What are you saying? I don't know you.
Stay away from me. Get out ....… ........." I started shouting. He was standing silently watching
me. Then a voice came from behind him. The voice was coming from far away. "Who? Who's
there? Are you alright?"I spoke bluntly. The voice was that of Ravi Uncle."Uncle .............. It’s
me ............ Siya." I went to the uncle. Uncle was also running away from that side. On reaching
uncle, I greeted him. I looked back. That boy escaped. Uncle said to me in shock. "What
happened? Are you fine? I had just arrived. Suddenly I heard loud voice." At that time, it was
difficult for me to say anything. Despite much fear, I thought it right to not say anything."I saw the
animal." Hearing my answer, uncle laughed. He laughed and said, "Hey ........ child, you such a



naive. let's come with me. Your house was nearby. You should have run away…... If I were you, I
quickly choose to run. If here really had an animal, it would have eaten you, you. Come on, come
with me sweet girl… let me take you to your house. "It was difficult for me to say anything that
day. Terrifyingly I reached home in. Uncle had left me inside the house. I went straight to my
room. Uncle meanwhile was talking to Mummy and Papa. I was suffering from terrible anxiety. It
was something different that was pulling me from that boy. But why hate and fear? Why did I feel
scared? That I didn’t think so in school. I was scared too. I was also angry. My whole body will
burst up with pain. As if my body was about to explode. It seemed like that day. Like, I will burn
completely in anger. I did not sleep at all that night. His voice was reiterating one by one in my
ears. I was listening to that voice again and again.It wasn’t expected. Someone suddenly
appears in front of you. He looks around you repeatedly and then says He waited for you. Then
expresses his love. This was beyond madness. I spent half my life in loneliness. Mother used to
tell very often. How often I used to remain silent alone. I had a friend in childhood. Nor could I
ever cook. Even if you want. I did not get friends. Everyone used to play in school. I also used to
play. But alone. In all the girls, only Mina became my friend. Who tolerated my loneliness too? It
was Mina. That I understood.I will not be wrong to say anything. Only Mina had taken me out of
loneliness. Never in my childhood have I ever met a boy. I used to meet but it was difficult for me
to like or love them. I did not know whether or not I hate boys. I hesitated to talk to them. I wasn’t
aware of this behaviour which I have. Why the feeling of apprehension was inside me?I was
seen mostly and in minority with Mina. Nobody felt right talking to me in my class.Everyone
considered me strange and incomprehensible. Probably because I used to talk. But I used to
think more than that. Somewhere these people should not make fun of me.Somewhere these
people are not befriending me because of their work. I used to think the same even when I grew
up. I did not like talking and meeting anyone. Mina was one such. Which was able to make so
much of my friends. Because of that, I was able to make friends with great courage.Had I ever
talked to a boy, would he not even see a tuck. I didn't feel anything for anyone. How many boys
wanted to talk to me and expressed their feelings. But I did not feel anything other than being
away from them and being friends. I just used to die. When I was a stone heart even after so
much with disheartened feelings. She was 6 years old. When Mina and I became friends.
Friendship with Mina formed earlier and it much longer stabled. I remember...! I remember that
day, I was sobbing in the corner of the school ground. Due to this sorrow, I could not become a
friend, I was badly hurt. Mina was the one who dared to talk to me.Now I feel weird. Why did this
happen to me in my childhood?Mina was the only one who worked very hard to make me
sociable with other students. She takes out all my phobia latter.That day that boy shook me
inside. He shuddered my terror and belief.After all, who was that boy? Why was he speaking
with so much confidence? Why I was feeling like taking revenge? Like the time has come. This
will lead me to something untoward which will not be right at all. It was 3 o'clock after pondering
about many situations. I did not even know about last incident carefully. I Woke up at 8 am. I
immediately got ready and reached the dining table. By reaching there I sat on the chair. I was



very late I used to be at the table around 7 or 7:15 in the morning. I wasn’t relaxed full night that
makes me feel very tired. I was staring at the clock.Mommy was watching my face. I did not
sleep yesterday. Mother asked me at that time."Then the same scary dream, Siya." She had
seen this face many times before. He had become habitual of that now. Hearing a dream again
and again, she was bored. But still she never forgot to listen to me. They heard me screaming
many times. Many times, they saw me crying too. She had seen me repeatedly saying that I did
not want to go. He will kill me. Don't move....... Don’t go in that room. That nightmare was
abhorrent and horrible. I was in pain. “He will kill me. He can be at the door.” I used to say this.
Many times, I saw a corpse hanging on a door. I have seen that evil many times. I have seen my
whole body turning blue. That day can never be forgotten and can never be told. It was such a
nightmare which could never be finished. Abruptly, the scattering of plate wake me up. I wake up
from my thoughts."No ..... no ....... I had not dreamed that." I answered."Mina told me yesterday.
You didn't take medicine yesterday. You are confused anyway. Whatever you saw in the dream.
How many times have you been seeing you since your birth day? You dream that Illusion I am
looking at. She is not a reality. There is only a medicine. That can cure you. You should take care
of yourself. My ...... baby. I care about you. "Mother was nervous. She doesn’t want me to lose
again. She always used to say about fighting with that nightmares. She wants me to win with my
weakness."Mother ...... I will pay attention in advance. You will not get a chance to complain
further. I will take medicine on time." I told my mother. I was picking up breakfast on the table.
Then the mother asked another question."Uncle ...... was telling. Yesterday you saw an animal.
You were quite scared." She asked me while pouring tea into my cup."Yes ………. Mother…... It
had a growling voice. I was petrified. I thought that animal is going to eat me. I was awaze a lot
but frightened. If uncle did not come. I might have become an animal’s dinner. When uncle
shouted I rash into his side. When I look back, he wasn’t there.” Mom kept staring at me for long
time. Holding a cup of tea. she asked me the next question."Yesterday….. Did you go to the old
Kirana house? Yesterday one of our society neighbours heard a voice. He was telling about
creepy incident. He told me that There was a girl's voice. He was also saying that there was
somebody who wanted to help. I knew only one girl who could do this. She really helps others a
lot… Iam asking you. Did you go there yesterday? " she said distrustfully.Mummy's question
made me think for a moment. Listening to them. my cup of tea was almost rolled out of my
mouth. "No ...... never...Mom. How can I go there? You already know about that dangerous
place. Whoever goes there. He or she never come back. Many are still missing. Who goes them
comes out as corpse? People Sees after a week. Why would I go there? I don’t want to go at that
ancient house. I heard the voice yesterday. Still, I didn't go there. "Mother stared at me for a long
time. He told me while taking medicines. "Take this medicine. Come early today. You should not
have gone to the Kirana house."I was wet with the shame. Mother had caught my lie. I answered
yes and listened politely during breakfast. After breakfast, I left home to meet Mina at her house.
Mina and I decides to select the best college for admission. We plan to meet on that day for
college admission. I was too excited.I was going through that same bridge. This time I wasn’t



afraid. It was almost 9:00 clock morning. Suddenly, I realized that there was someone behind
me. I looked back. There was a man completely covered in clothes. He was walking towards me.
Only his feet were visible which were unsightly and peeled. They came towards me and stood
up."What do you want, Mr.? Where …… do you want to go? You ………."
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